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ABSTRACT

The impact dynamics of water nanodroplets on flat solid surfaces was studied by molecular dynamics simulations over a wide range of
Weber numbers (We) and surface wettability (h0), where h0 is the Young contact angle. A phase diagram in the parameter space of We vs h0
was established accommodating eight impact outcomes noted in the final stage of impact, with three of them, holes rebound, partial-rebound
splash, and rebound splash, for the first time being identified and reported. The eight impact outcomes were classified into three categories,
i.e., non-bouncing, bouncing, and splash. The results show that the splash is triggered only when Wecr > 140. The boundaries separating
bouncing from non-bouncing were determined based on the phase diagram. When h0 > 160�, the boundary is described as Wecr¼ a� 1;
when 110� < h0 < 160�, the boundary depends on both We and h0, with a larger We required to trigger bouncing on a less hydrophobic sur-
face, expressed as Wecr¼ b+ ccosh0; when h0 < 110�, bouncing never takes place, and hence, the boundary is determined only by the critical
contact angle, expressed as h0,cr¼ 110�. Here, a, b, and c are constants.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0067780

I. INTRODUCTION

Droplet impact on solid surfaces has attracted considerable
research attention because it incorporates numerous physical mecha-
nisms that warrant detailed studies, and it has relevance in applications
such as inkjet printing, spray coating, and surface self-cleaning.1–5

Since Worthington first investigated this phenomenon, many efforts
were devoted to exploring the dynamic characteristics of impacting
droplets.6–12 However, the underlying mechanisms of the impact
dynamics have not been fully explored.

The tangled interactions between the impacting droplet and the
solid surface lead to distinctive impact outcomes, such as deposition,
rebound, splash, and so forth.13–15 Predicting the outcomes under a
given impact environment is important; for instance, controlling the
deposition levels of an impacting droplet is essential to manipulate
efficiencies of paint spraying, pesticides staying on the leaves, and ink-
jet printing, whereas promoting rapid droplet bouncing is critical for

realizing surfaces with self-cleaning, dropwise condensation, anti-
icing, or other functions. The phase diagram was established by the
influence parameters to display the different outcomes, which can pre-
dict the way to the impact of droplets on a specific surface.13–17

Additionally, a comprehensive phase diagram is conducive for surface
design to accept an impacting droplet for specific applications.

When a droplet hits a flat solid surface, various outcomes can be
observed. The transition between distinct impact outcomes highly
depends on impact conditions (radius, density, viscosity, surface ten-
sion, and impact velocity of the droplet) and characteristics of the sur-
face (roughness, micro/nanostructure, wettability, topography, etc.).9

During the impact, the dominating forces involve inertial, viscous, and
capillary forces,8 which can be characterized by dimensionless num-
bers such as the Weber number (We¼ qD0Vi

2/clg), the Reynolds
number (Re¼qD0Vi/l), and the Ohnesorge number [Oh¼ l/
(qD0clg)

1/2]. Here, q is the density of the droplet, D0 is the initial
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diameter of the droplet, clg is the liquid–gas interfacial tension, Vi is
the impact velocity of the droplet, and l is the viscosity of the droplet.
By modifying the roughness, micro/nanostructure, and other charac-
teristics of the surface, surface hydrophobicity can be significantly
enhanced so that high repellence to the droplet with very different sur-
face tension and viscosity can be realized.18–20

Early studies13–17 of impact phase diagrams often focused on the
impact of droplets on a hydrophilic or a hydrophobic surface, attempt-
ing to identify the outcomes and discussing the main contributing
parameters. Rioboo et al.13 experimentally observed the impact of
droplets on various surfaces, and they were the first to classify the
impact into six outcomes, including deposition, rebound, partial
rebound, receding breakup, prompt splash, and corona splash.
Although no phase diagram was established, these authors described
the dynamic behavior of each outcome and summarized the trends of
influences of each parameter in a table. Inspired by the lotus leaf effect,
the studies of droplet impact on superhydrophobic surfaces have
gained extensive interest. Superhydrophobic surfaces that are often
decorated by micro/nanostructures lead to richer impact outcomes
and more diverse phase diagrams,21–26 not only because of the
enhancement of hydrophobicity but also of the induction of wetting
transition27 and contact angle hysteresis,28 which could affect the
impact dynamics. Rioboo et al.21 investigated drops with the diameter
ranging from 93lm to 4.72mm impacting porous and superhydro-
phobic polymer surfaces with multiscale roughness. These authors
proposed a phase diagram based on the impact velocity and Wenzel
roughness and identified four outcomes, i.e., deposition, rebound, frag-
mentation, and sticking. Subsequently, Patil et al.23 proposed a phase
diagram constructed by the impact velocity and pillar height based on
a 1.7mm water droplet impacting a flat micropillared surface. These
authors focused on the transition among complete bouncing, non-
bouncing, and partial bouncing and found the occurrence of partial
bouncing under high impact velocities and intermediate pillar heights
and the Cassie–Wenzel transition and non-bouncing happening at
high impact velocities and large pillar heights. Considering that the
phase diagrams constructed by dimensional parameters, such as
impact velocity, droplet diameter, and others,21,23 have no universal
applicability, later works principally established the phase diagrams via
contact angles and dimensionless numbers such as We and Re (some-
times replaced by Oh).15–17 Briefly, the relevant studies on the con-
struction of impact phase diagrams for the surfaces with wettability
varying from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic have proved their sig-
nificance to outline the effects of essential parameters on the impact
dynamics of droplets.

The impact of nanodroplets has been extensively studied due to
their commercial potential for nanomedicine,29 three-dimensional
nano-printing via direct delivery,30,31 and nanospray cooling.32

Experimental investigations of nanodroplet impact face practical diffi-
culty, and hence, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were fre-
quently used as the research tool.33–36 MD simulations have been
employed to describe the wetting transition on nanostructures,34

coalescence-induced self-jumping of nanodroplets,35 and maximum
spreading factor of impacting nanodroplets.36 Simulation studies also
confirmed different impact dynamics for nanodroplets from those for
macroscale droplets,33–36 which demonstrated the existence of scale
effects. The scale effects are mainly reflected in three aspects. First, the
viscous effect is significantly enhanced with a reduction in the droplet

size. A macroscale low-viscosity droplet has the Ohnesorge number of
Oh� 1, which means that the viscous effect can be safely neglected;37

conversely, a nanodroplet has Oh � o(1), leading to a notable viscous
effect in its impact.38 Second, the velocity gradient and resultant vis-
cous dissipation occur only in the boundary layer of a macroscale
droplet but would spread over the entire nanodroplet,39 causing differ-
ent dissipation mechanisms between the two scales. Third, when a
macroscale droplet impacts a substrate decorated with micro/nano-
structures, the substrate could be regarded as a flat surface with modi-
fied wettability; conversely, the impact of a nanodroplet is highly
sensitive to the detailed surface structures and wettability.40 The stud-
ies on novel outcomes for impacting nanodroplets are far less satisfac-
tory than those for macroscale impacting droplets. Previous works
focused on spreading kinetics,33,36,39–42 retraction kinetics,33,43

splash,41,44–46 and contact time38 of impacting nanodroplets, with
establishing the phase diagram with essential parameters insufficiently
accomplished.

This study aimed to construct a relatively comprehensive phase
diagram to present various impact outcomes for nanodroplets, with
quantitative characterization of the transition boundary between the
bouncing and non-bouncing outcomes. Based on the phase diagram,
the transition criteria dividing the nanodroplet bouncing and non-
bouncing were discussed.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

The LAMMPS (large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel
simulations) package was applied for presenting the impact dynamics
of nanodroplets on surfaces with various wettability. The initial config-
uration of the simulated system is shown in Fig. 1. A droplet with a
diameter of D0¼ 10 nm containing 17 520 water molecules was placed
at the center of the simulation box, and a solid substrate consisting of
288 463 Pt atoms was put and fixed at the bottom of the box. Virtual
springs were employed to provide the substrate with sufficient rigidity
and strength to keep from shape deformation during the impact. The
box had a dimension of 40� 40� 30nm3 and had periodic bound-
aries in the x- and y-directions and a reflecting wall in the z-direction.

The mW model was employed to replace the traditional TIP4P
and SPC/E models to describe the intermolecular interactions among
water molecules.47 The interactions between Pt–Pt and water–Pt were
described by the Lennard-Jones 12–6 potential function, expressed as

FIG. 1. Initial configuration of the simulated system, where Pt atoms are in blue
and water molecules are in red.
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ULJðrÞ ¼ 4e
r
rij

� �12

� r
rij

� �6
" #

; rij < rcut; (1)

where e is the depth of the potential wall, r is the effective interaction
distance, rij is the distance between two molecules, and rcut is the cutoff
distance, which is taken as rcut¼ 1nm. The values of the parameters
are ew¼ 0.268 38 eV and rw¼ 2.3925nm for the interactions between
water–water and ep¼ 0.693 75 eV and rp¼ 0.427 nm for the interac-
tions between Pt–Pt. The density and surface tension of water were
taken from Ref. 47 as q¼ 0.997 g cm−3 and clg¼ 66 N m−1. The mW
model does not include the reorientation of hydrogen atoms so that
the predicted viscosity of water is three times lower than the experi-
mental value, i.e., l¼ 283.7 lPa s−1.48

Each impact simulation included two stages. In the first stage, the
droplet and the Pt substrate were run in the NVT ensemble (canonical
ensemble) at 300K using the Nose–Hoover thermostat with sufficient
timesteps to reach equilibrium. Subsequently, the droplet was run in
the NVE ensemble (microcanonical ensemble) by removing the ther-
mostat, and the Pt substrate remained in the NVT ensemble in the
entire simulation. In this stage, the center of mass of the droplet was

fixed at the center of the box. In the second stage, a vertical velocity in
the z-direction was specified simultaneously to all the water molecules
within the droplet, with the restriction of the momentum in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions being removed. The velocity-Verlet algo-
rithm was used to update the positions and velocities of each particle
with a time step of 0.002 ps, and 400 000 timesteps were employed to
make sure the system equilibrium.

On a strictly homogeneous and smooth surface, there is no con-
tact angle hysteresis and only one static contact angle when the solid/
liquid/gas system reaches equilibrium, i.e., the Young contact angle,
h0.

49 The different Young contact angles were achieved by adjusting
the interaction strength, epw, between Pt atoms and water molecules
because epw only affects the solid–liquid interfacial tension does not
affect any other fluid properties such as density, viscosity, and liquid-
gas interfacial tension. A series of MD simulations were conducted to
evaluate the Young contact angles at different values of epw. The Young
contact angles and the corresponding values of epw can be seen in Fig.
2. The method employed to measure the Young contact angle was
based on the measurement of density contours.39 The density contours
of the droplet were calculated in five cross sections, and contact angles

FIG. 2. (a) The Young contact angles, h0, as a function of the solid–liquid interaction parameter, epw, our simulation results are in good agreement with those of Wang et al.;40

and (b)–(d) the density contours of a nanodroplet with epw¼ 0.0027 (h0¼ 160�), 0.0068 (h0¼ 125�), and 0.0236 (h0¼ 21�).
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on the left and right sides were measured in each cross section using a
local circle fitting method. The measured ten contact angles were aver-
aged to obtain the Young contact angle. A density of 0.5 g cm−3 was cho-
sen as the threshold to distinguish the free surface of the droplet. The
Young contact angles and the corresponding values of epw are presented
in Fig. 2(a). Five data simulated by Wang et al.40 were compared with
the present simulations, showing good agreement. Figures 2(b)–2(d)
show density contours in a section for the nanodroplet on a superhydro-
phobic surface (epw¼ 0.0027 and h0¼ 160�), a hydrophobic surface
(epw¼ 0.0068 and h0¼ 125�), and a hydrophilic surface (epw¼ 0.0236
and h0¼ 21�). The dynamic behaviors of the droplet were observed
through the OVITO (open visualization tool) software.

To test the accuracy of the MD code, a series of simulations for a
nanodroplet impacting a flat and smooth solid surface with various
Weber numbers were implemented, and the results were compared
with the work of Li et al.39 For a fair comparison, the values of R0,We,
and h0 in the simulations were set to the same as those in Ref. 39, i.e.,
R0¼ 6.6nm, We¼ 10.8 and 88.1, and h0¼ 125�. The wetting radius,
R(t), of the impacting nanodroplet as a function of time is presented in
Fig. 3. Our results are in good agreement with ones of Li et al., validat-
ing the MD code.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Impact outcomes

The impact dynamics of a nanodroplet on a flat surface depend on
the Weber number, Reynolds number, and surface wettability. Hence,
MD simulations were conducted under the following conditions:
D0¼ 10nm, Vi¼ 0.1 to 12 Å ps−1, We¼ 0.02 to 220, Re¼ 0.33 to 40,
and contact angles h0¼ 33� to 175�. Although the phase diagram con-
structed byWe, Re, and h0 would completely reveal the characteristics of
outcomes, it is a challenging and tough task to construct such a triple-
parameter phase diagram due to the huge amount of simulations.
Moreover, the triple-parameter phase diagram is really hard to display in
a two-dimensional space. Because a low-viscosity water nanodroplet was
employed, meanwhile, the Reynolds number varied in a relatively smaller

range than the Weber number, a double-parameter phase diagram was
constructed byWe and h0 in this work, aiming to focus on the identifica-
tion of outcomes as comprehensively as possible in a wide range of
Weber numbers and wettability. A total of eight impact outcomes were
identified, including deposition, regular rebound, holes rebound, pancake
rebound, promote splash, internal-rupture splash, partial-rebound
splash, and rebound splash with their snapshots being shown in Figs. 4,
5, and 7. The detailed description and the underlying mechanisms of
each outcome were discussed in three groups: (i) a low Weber number
range (We<80), (ii) an intermediate Weber number range (80 <
We<140), and (iii) a highWeber number range (We> 140).

1. LowWeber numbers

In the low Weber number range of We<80, two outcomes were
noted, i.e., deposition [Fig. 4(a),We¼ 74, h0¼ 85�] on the hydrophilic
surface and regular rebound [Fig. 4(b), We¼ 74, h0¼ 140�] on the
hydrophobic surface. For relatively low We and contact angle, the
droplet would experience slight shape deformation, the same as noted
for a macroscale droplet. Increasing We enlarges the deformation of
the droplet.37 Even though the droplet tends to escape from the sur-
face, it adheres and stays on the surface finally, without any breakup
or splash during the entire impact process. This outcome was defined
as deposition. The regular rebound always occurs on a hydrophobic or
superhydrophobic surface, and only after spreading and retraction, the
droplet bounces off the surface.

2. Intermediate Weber numbers

In the intermediate Weber number range of 80 <We<140, there
were four impact outcomes, i.e., deposition, regular rebound, holes
rebound, and pancake rebound. Among them, deposition and regular
rebound resembled those reported as in the low We range, whereas
holes rebound and pancake rebound were new and hence were dis-
cussed here. When impacting a hydrophobic surface with Weber
numbers over 80, some holes can form at the center of the spreading
film as the droplet retracts from its maximum spreading state, as
shown in Fig. 5(a) (We¼ 122, h0¼ 145�). As the retraction continues,
the holes grow up, merge, and become larger holes, eventually disap-
pear as the film retracts into a sphere. After that, the droplet rebounds
from the surface. This outcome was regarded as the holes rebound
and has not been reported before. The generation of holes will
decrease the kinetic energy and increase the surface energy of the
droplet, and hence, the growth and coalescence of holes lead to an
increase in retraction time and thus a longer contact time. Moreover,
increasing We produces more and large holes, which further increases
the contact time. With higher Weber numbers and stronger hydro-
phobicity, the nanodroplet exhibits an entirely different rebound
behavior, which adopts an unusual pancake shape as it leaves the sur-
face. This outcome was defined as pancake rebound as illustrated in
Fig. 5(b) (We¼ 136, h0¼ 165�). As compared with the regular
rebound, the pancake rebound occurs in the early retraction stage so
that the retraction is not completed. Therefore, the corresponding con-
tact time is largely decreased.

The pancake rebound occurs only when a nanodroplet impacts a
surface with a contact angle larger than 150� and Weber numbers
range from 110 to 150. Liu et al.26,50 reported the pancake rebound of
macroscale droplets when a drop impacts a superhydrophobicFIG. 3. Validation of the MD code.
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substrate designed with tapered microgrooves. They developed a sim-
ple harmonic model to reveal the link between the surface morphology
and contact time and predicted the critical Weber number for pancake
rebound.51 The difference between the two scales lies in that the occur-
rence of pancake rebound for nanodroplets always accompanies the
generation of holes caused by the internal rupture of the spreading film;
however, it is triggered by the capillary energy stored in the liquid par-
tially intruding into the tapered microgrooves.26 Recent studies showed
that the mechanism of the internal rupture for nanoscale impacting
droplets is different from that for macroscale droplets. The internal rup-
ture for macroscale droplets is typically related to the generation of the
initial air holes on solid surfaces.8 However, at the nanoscale, the inter-
nal rupture is attributed to the vibrations of nanometer-thick films dur-
ing the spreading and retraction processes.41,45 Moreover, the vibrations
were found to heavily depend on surface wettability, with larger ampli-
tudes on hydrophilic surfaces.45 As a result, at the same Weber number,
increasing the contact angle would lead to more and larger holes, as
shown in Fig. 6. When the number and the area of the holes exceed a
limit, the rebound occurs before the film retraction is completed, which
will result in the pancake rebound.

3. High Weber numbers

In the high Weber number range of We> 140, none of the out-
comes reported above appeared; novel outcomes with the occurrence
of splashing would take place. As surfaces change from hydrophilic to
superhydrophobic, impact outcomes changed consecutively from the
promote splash to the internal-rupture splash, partial-rebound splash,
and finally to the rebound splash.

The promote splash is observed only on hydrophilic surfaces, as
shown in Fig. 7(a) (We¼ 199, h0¼ 33�), with the droplet deforming
after impact, adhering to the surface, and keeping as a pancake shape.
The splash appears on the rim of the spreading liquid film. Bischofberger
et al.52 experimentally found a similar promote splash phenomenon for
a low-viscosity water–ethanol macroscale droplet impacting a smooth
glass surface with numerous tiny daughter droplets ejecting above the
lamella. The difference and underlying mechanism for the promote
splash between the two scales have recently been discussed by Wang
et al.45 They presented that the prompt splash of macroscale droplets is
initiated by air bubbles under the spreading lamella; however, the
Rayleigh–Taylor instability of ejected rims caused by rapidly decelerated
spreading lamella gives rise to the prompt splash of nanodroplets.

FIG. 4. Front and top views of simulation snapshots of the nanodroplet in the low Weber number range: (a) deposition (We¼ 74, h0¼ 85�) and (b) regular rebound
(We¼ 74, h0¼ 140�).
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As surfaces change to hydrophobic ones, holes are again initiated
in the spreading film, which makes the film breakup into small pieces.
The small pieces cannot retract into one droplet but recoil into several
small droplets, without bouncing. This outcome was named internal-
rupture splash,41,45 as shown in Fig. 7(b) (We¼ 199, h0¼ 115�). As
compared with the internal-rupture splash, the partial-rebound splash
occurs on more hydrophobic surfaces. The difference between them
lies in that after the broken films retract into small droplets, some of
which rebound from the surface while others still adhere to the surface
for the partial-rebound splash, as shown in Fig. 7(c) (We¼ 199,
h0¼ 135�). When surfaces become superhydrophobic, the rebound
splash takes place. For this outcome, all the small droplets formed by
retraction of the broken films rebound from the surface, as shown in
Fig. 7(d) (We¼ 199, h0¼ 148�). It is worth noting that for the partial-
rebound splash, the rebound occurs only after the retraction of small
droplets is completed; however, for the rebound splash, besides this,
the broken films may simultaneously depart from the surface without
retraction, as shown in Fig. 7(e) (We¼ 199, h0¼ 160�).

The splash comes up with We> 140, which means that the
occurrence of splash depends onWe rather than on surface wettability.
This is explained by the fact that at sufficiently high Weber numbers
droplets would break into tiny drops due to the strong inertial effect
that overwhelms cohesion force.6 When a nanodroplet hits surfaces
with varying wettability at high enough Weber numbers, splash would
be observed either at the rim of the droplet edges or inside the

spreading film. Previous studies indicated that there exist two splash
patterns for the impact of nanodroplets, i.e., rim breakup and internal
rupture.45 The promoted splash arises from the rim breakup and the
other outcomes of splash belong to the internal rupture. For macro-
scale droplets, the rim breakup is attributed to the stored air bubbles in
microstructures which induce rim instability.53 The mechanisms
behind the rim breakup of nanodroplets are different from those of
macroscale droplets because there are no microstructures on perfectly
homogeneous and flat surfaces that are adopted in the simulations. A
recent study45 has proposed that the Rayleigh–Taylor instability of
ejected rims caused by rapidly decelerated spreading lamella induces
the rim breakup. The mechanisms of the internal rupture are similar
to the hole rebound which has been discussed above.

B. Phase diagram

Based on the morphological characteristics of impacting nano-
droplets, eight outcomes were identified so that a phase diagram with
boundaries dividing each outcome was established in the two-
dimensional parameter space of h0 vsWe, as shown in Fig. 8. The eight
outcomes were classified into three categories, i.e., non-bouncing,
bouncing, and splash. In the present simulations, bouncing was distin-
guished when the distance between the droplet and surface exceeds
2 Å. The non-bouncing includes only the deposition, the bouncing
includes the regular rebound, hole rebound, and pancake rebound,

FIG. 5. Front and top views of simulation snapshots of the nanodroplet in the intermediate Weber number range: (a) hole rebound (We¼ 122, h0¼ 145�) and (b) pancake
rebound (We¼ 136, h0¼ 165�).
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and the splash includes the promote splash, internal-rupture splash,
partial-rebound splash, and rebound splash. The transitions among
the three categories are discussed as follows.

Bouncing is a very important outcome in many applications,
such as anti-icing and self-cleaning. Three types of bouncing mecha-
nisms for impacting droplets have been proposed: the Leidenfrost
effect on high-temperature surfaces,54 the sublimation of dry-ice,55

and the wettability effect of surfaces.56 The first two both relate to
phase transition, whereas the third relates to hydrophobicity, which
will be discussed below. Given that contact angles can be altered when
liquids with different surface tension coefficients are placed on the
same surface, Rioboo et al.49 suggested employing the work of wetting
(or adhesion tension), clg cos h0, as a superhydrophobic index, to esti-
mate the surface wettability of a given surface with various liquids.
Because only water nanodroplets are simulated here, the phase dia-
gram is reconstructed throughWe and cosh0, as shown in Fig. 9.

There are three boundaries to separate bouncing from non-
bouncing, depending on surface wettability. When the contact angle is
larger than 160�, bouncing is triggered at a very small We. For exam-
ple, the criticalWe for bouncing is 0.38 at h0¼ 160�, and it reduces to
0.02 at h0¼ 175�. Thus, the boundary can be approximately consid-
ered as a horizontal straight line, expressed as Wecr¼ a� 1, where a
is a constant. When 110� < h0 < 160�, the boundary depends on both
We and h0, with a larger We required to trigger bouncing on a less
hydrophobic surface. The boundary in this range of h0 can also be
expressed by a straight line, i.e., Wecr¼ b+ ccosh0, where b and c are
constants. However, when h0 < 110�, bouncing never takes place no
matter how highWe increases, and hence, the boundary is determined
only by the critical contact angle, expressed as h0,cr¼ 110�. The critical
contact angle for bouncing is a very important parameter for surface
design, which has recently attracted great interest. The critical contact
angle was predicted theoretically as 90� for the macroscale impact.57 A
recent experimental study demonstrated that bouncing relates to the
receding contact angle, instead of the Young contact angle, and it
occurs only when the receding contact angle exceeds 100�.58 The pre-
sent simulations show that the critical contact angle of 110� for the
nanoscale impact is higher than that for the macroscale impact. This
can be attributed to the enhanced viscous effect and altered viscous
dissipation mechanisms at the nanoscale,38–40,45 leading to a larger
critical contact angle being required for bouncing.

The different boundaries at h0 > 160� and at 110� < h0 < 160�

can be attributed to the difference in droplet deformation. Recently,
Xie et al.38 investigated the bouncing behaviors of impacting nano-
droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces. They found that deformation
is very small whenWe<1 so that the nanodroplet can be treated as an

elastic Hertz sphere. Although the viscous effect is significantly
enhanced for the nanoscale impact, the viscous dissipation is still
ignorable in this We range. Therefore, a nanodroplet can rebound
from the surfaces with h0 > 160� at a very small We, without the vis-
cous effect. As the contact angle decreases, the occurrence of bouncing
requires a larger We. Since deformation is drastically increased with
We when We> 1, leading to a non-negligible viscous effect. Thus, the
critical bouncing condition would be affected by the viscous effect. As
a result, the boundaries between bouncing and non-bouncing differ in
the two wettability ranges.

Mao et al.57 developed a theoretical model to predict the critical
bouncing condition on surfaces with various wettability, expressed as

EERE ¼ 1
4
n2max 1� cos h0ð Þ � 0:12n2:3max 1� cos h0ð Þ0:63

þ 2
3

n�1
max

� �� 1 � 0; (2)

where EERE is the excess rebound energy at the rebound moment, and
nmax is the maximum spreading factor, calculated by

1
4

1� cos h0ð Þ þ 0:35
Weffiffiffiffiffi
Re

p
� �

n3max �
We
12

þ 1

� �
nmax þ

2
3
¼ 0: (3)

The critical bouncing condition is EERE¼ 0. With a fixed contact
angle, nmax can be solved using Eq. (2). Subsequently, by substituting
the solved nmax into Eq. (3), the critical impact velocity (or criticalWe)
can be solved. Using the procedure described above, the criticalWe for
h0¼ 120�, 140�, and 160� is calculated, respectively. The calculated
critical We significantly deviate from those predicted by MD simula-
tions, indicating that the model of Mao et al. is inappropriate for the
nanoscale impact. Again, the significantly enhanced viscous effect at
the nanoscale is responsible for the failure of the macroscale model.

Energy analysis was employed to explain the critical bouncing
condition at 110� < h0 < 160�. As shown in Fig. 10, two states in the
retraction stage were chosen for the energy analysis. At State I, the
nanodroplet retracts to a semisphere with a wetting diameter of DI,
and at Stage II, the nanodroplet is just about to rebound from the sur-
face, whose wetting diameter reduces to zero. Based on our simulation
results, it is reasonably assumed that that the nanodroplet possesses
the maximum upward velocity component, VI, at State I. The critical
bouncing condition can be described as VII¼ 0, where VII is the
upward velocity component at State II. Thus, the released kinetic
energy from State I to State II is calculated by

DEk ¼ 1
2
mV2

I �
1
2
mV2

II¼
pqD3

0

12
V2
I : (4)

FIG. 6. The change in holes for a nanodroplet impacting the surfaces with h0 ranging from 135� to 165� at We¼ 122 and t¼ 40 ps.
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During the retraction, the solid–gas, solid–liquid, and liquid–gas
interfacial areas would vary, and the corresponding change in the
interfacial energies can be expressed as

DEi ¼ clg pD2
0 �

1
2
pD2

I

� �
þ 1
4
pD2

I csg � cslð Þ; (5)

where csg and csl are the solid–gas and solid–liquid interfacial tensions,
respectively. Using the Young equation, cosh0¼ (csg−csl)/clg, and the
volume conservation of the nanodroplet, DI¼ 21/3D0, Eq. (5) can be
rewritten as

FIG. 8. The phase diagram for the impact of a water nanodroplet on surfaces with
varying wettability and Weber numbers. Eight outcomes are identified, i.e., deposi-
tion (n—black squares), regular rebound (�—red circles), hole rebound ("—
gray rightward triangles), pancake rebound ( —orange pentagon), promote
splash (~—pink upward triangles), internal-rupture splash (3—green leftward tri-
angles), partial-rebound splash (�—purple downward triangles), and rebound
splash (^—blue rhombuses).

FIG. 9. Boundaries between bouncing and non-bouncing. Legend of outcomes:
deposition (n—black squares), regular rebound (�—red circles), hole rebound
("—gray rightward triangles), pancake rebound ( —orange pentagon), internal-
rupture splash (3—green leftward triangles), partial-rebound splash (�—purple
downward triangles), and rebound splash (^—blue rhombuses).

FIG. 7. Front and top views of simulation snapshots of the nanodroplet in the high
Weber number range: (a) promote splash (We¼ 199, h0¼ 33�), (b) internal-rupture
splash (We¼ 199, h0¼ 115�), (c) partial-rebound splash (We¼ 199, h0¼ 135�), (d)
rebound splash with relatively low contact angles (We¼ 199, h0¼ 148�), and (e)
rebound splash with relatively high contact angles (We¼ 199, h0¼ 160�).
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DEi ¼ pD2
0clg 1� 2�1=3ð Þ þ 2�4=3pD2

0clgcos h0: (6)

The released kinetic energy is partially converted into interfacial
energies and the other is dissipated through viscosity. A recent study38

demonstrated that the restitution coefficient of the impacting nano-
droplet remains constant at variousWe, meaning that the ratio of vis-
cous dissipation to total energy is constant. Based on this result, VI can
scale as VI� V0; meanwhile, the ratio of DEi to DEk would be approxi-
mately constant, expressed as

DEi
DEk

� 12� 1� 2�1=3ð Þ þ 12� 2�4=3cos h0
qD0V2

0=clg
¼ b0 þ c0cos h0

Wecr
¼ d;

(7)

where b0 ¼ 12 � (1− 2−1/3), c0 ¼ 12� 2−4/3, and d is a constant, repre-
senting the ratio of DEi to DEk. Finally, the critical bouncing condition
can be expressed as

Wecr ¼ bþ ccos h0; (8)

where b¼ b0/d and c¼ c0/d.
When We exceeds 140, splash would be triggered. The partial-

rebound splash also requires a critical contact angle that is about 120�,
below which only the promote splash and internal-rupture splash take
place. Moreover, it is found that the boundary between the partial-
rebound splash and rebound splash also relates to both We and h0.
The occurrence of the rebound splash needs a higher We when the
surface becomes more hydrophobic. This is because, with the same
We, the spreading film would breakup into more daughter droplets on
a more hydrophobic surface, and hence, a larger proportion of the ini-
tial kinetic energy is converted into the liquid–gas interfacial energy.
As a result, when the surface becomes more hydrophobic only a part
of the daughter droplets can rebound from the surface, leading to the
transition from the rebound splash to the partial-rebound splash.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the impact of a nanodroplet on solid surfaces was
investigated through MD simulations. A phase diagram of impact out-
comes, covering a wide range of Weber numbers from 0.02 to 220 and
surface wettability from 33� to 175�, was constructed. Eight impact
outcomes were identified in theWe-h0 phase diagram, including depo-
sition, regular rebound, hole rebound, pancake rebound, promote
splash, internal-rupture splash, partial-rebound splash, and rebound
splash. Among them, hole rebound, partial-rebound splash, and

rebound splash were for the first time reported. The main features and
underlying mechanisms for each outcome were outlined. The eight
outcomes were classified into three categories, i.e., non-bouncing,
bouncing, and splash. Their boundaries were determined based on a
modified cosh0 vsWe phase diagram. The boundary separating splash
from both bouncing and non-bouncing is described as Wecr > 140.
There is a critical contact angle of 110�, below which bouncing nerve
takes place no matter how high the impact Weber number rises. A lin-
ear relationship of Wecr¼ b+ ccosh0 describes the boundary between
bouncing and non-bouncing when 110� < h0 < 160�, whereas the rela-
tionship changes as Wecr¼ a� 1 when the surface becomes more
hydrophobic. Here, a, b, and c are constants.
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